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A canonical formalism of the rank-three tensor model with the notion of local
time is proposed. The consistency of the local time evolution is guaranteed
by imposing that local Hamiltonians and the so(N) kinematical symmetry of
the tensor model should form a first class constraint algebra. By imposing
some physically reasonable assumptions, it is shown that there exist only two
such local Hamiltonians with a slight difference in index contraction. The first
class constraint algebra is shown to approach the DeWitt constraint algebra of
the general relativity in a certain locality limit. Quantization of the system is
briefly discussed.
Keywords: Tensor model; Canonical formalism; DeWitt constraint algebra;
General relativity; Quantum gravity.
1. Introduction
Formulation of quantum gravity is remaining as one of the major difficulties
in physics. An interesting direction is to pursue the possibility that the
space-time is an emergent phenomenon. The idea of emergent space-time
and gravity has attracted much attention in recent years.1
A class of models with such an idea is given by the matrix models. Feyn-
man diagrams generated from a matrix model can be interpreted as dual
diagrams of two-dimensional simplicial manifolds. From various aspects, it
is established that the matrix models correctly describe the two-dimensional
gravity.2
A natural extension of the matrix models to higher dimensions was pro-
posed as tensor models.3–5 They have tensors in place of matrices as their
degrees of freedom. The tensor models generate Feynman diagrams which
may be regarded as dual diagrams of higher dimensional simplicial man-
ifolds. However, the original proposal with symmetric tensors has turned
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out to have various difficulties. Recently, a more successful class of tensor
models with unsymmetric tensors, called colored tensor models, has been
proposed and triggered a number of successive studies.6
In the above description, however, there exists a fundamental issue in
regarding the tensor models as theory of emergent space-time and gravity;
the ranks of tensors depend on dimensions of simplicial manifolds. This is
serious because dimensions should be a dynamical quantity rather than an
input parameter in the idea of emergent space-time.
A way to circumvent this issue is to interpret rank-three tensor models
in another way than above. A fuzzy space defines a space in terms of an
algebra of functions fa (a = 1, 2, . . . , N) on it as fafb = Cab
cfc, where Cab
c
is the structure constant. By identifying Cab
c with a dynamical variable of
a rank-three tensor model, it may be regarded as a theory of dynamical
fuzzy spaces.7 In this interpretation, a rank-three tensor model can in prin-
ciple deal with any dimensional spaces, since fuzzy spaces can approximate
any continuous spaces. This interpretation will be justified, only when its
dynamics is shown to reproduce a notion of space-time with properties re-
quired by the nature, such as classicality, smoothness, three-dimensionality,
locality, causality, symmetries, containing gravity and matters. This is a
long-range purpose of the study of rank-three tensor models.
The main topic here is how to introduce time in a rank-three tensor
model by constructing local Hamiltonians. A non-trivial issue in the intro-
duction is the mutual consistency of local time evolutions. As in the general
relativity, this will be guaranteed by a first class constraint algebra formed
by local Hamiltonians and a kinematical symmetry of a rank-three tensor
model.
2. The rank-three tensor model
The rank-three tensor model in this paper has a rank-three tensor which
satisfies the generalized Hermiticity condition,
Mabc =Mbca = Mcab = M
∗
bac =M
∗
acb = M
∗
cba, (1)
where a, b, c = 1, 2, · · · , N . Because of the generalized Hermiticity condi-
tion, the symmetry of the tensor model is the orthogonal group,
M ′abc = La
a′Lb
b′Lc
c′Ma′b′c′ , L ∈ O(N). (2)
I also introduce the canonical conjugate to Mabc, which satisfies the
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Poisson bracket, {Mabc, Pdef} = δabc,def , where
δabc,def ≡ δadδbeδcf + δaeδbfδcd + δafδbdδce, (3)
Pabc = Pbca = Pcab = P
∗
bac = P
∗
acb = P
∗
cba. (4)
The generators of the symmetry (2) are given by
D[ab] =
1
2
(PacdMbcd −MacdPbcd) , (5)
where [ab] denotes anti-symmetric indices.
3. The interpretation in terms of fuzzy spaces
A fuzzy space is defined by an algebra of functions fa (a = 1, 2, . . . , N) on
it,
fafb = Mabcfc. (6)
Because of the generalized Hermiticity condition (1), a fuzzy space associ-
ated to a rank-three tensor model is equipped with an inner product which
has a trace-like property as
〈fa|fb〉 = δab, (7)
〈fa|fbfc〉 = 〈fafb|fc〉 = 〈fcfa|fb〉, (8)
f∗a = fa, (9)
(fafb)
∗ = fbfa. (10)
Note that associativity is not assumed in general. A non-associative algebra
with such a trace-like inner product may be called a non-associative Frobe-
nius algebra. An algebra without associativity does not often tend to show
physically interesting general properties. On the other hand, this trace-like
feature of the inner product plays key roles in showing that the kind of fuzzy
spaces have various quantum mechanical properties and that the symmetry
transformation (2) can be expressed by n-ary transformations.7
I will give here two simple examples of the above kind of fuzzy spaces.
The function algebra of a usual space is given by
fz1fz2 = δ
D(z1 − z2)fz1 , (11)
where zi are D-dimensional coordinates. This can be understood by con-
sidering functions of x which are labeled by z, fz(x) ≡ δ
D(x− z) and that
fz1(x)fz2(x) = δ
D(x − z1)δ
D(x − z2) = δ
D(z1 − z2)fz1(x). In fact, all the
functions of x can be expressed as a linear combination of fz. Thus, with
Mabc, a usual space can be represented byMz1z2z3 = δ
D(z1−z2)δ
D(z2−z3).
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One may consider a fuzzy space by regularizing the delta functions by Gaus-
sians as
Mz1z2z3 = B exp
(
−β
(
(z1 − z2)
2 + (z2 − z3)
2 + (z3 − z1)
2
))
, (12)
where B, β are positive numbers. Since this respects the D-dimensional
Poincare´ symmetry, the fuzzy space should be regarded as a fuzzy D-
dimensional flat space.
4. Symmetry of tensor models and diffeomorphism on
fuzzy spaces
From the relation (6), the symmetry transformation (2) of the tensor model
is mapped to a transformation of a fuzzy space,
f ′a = La
a′fa′ , L ∈ O(N). (13)
Since the functions fa can intuitively be considered to represent fuzzy
“points”, the transformation (13) can be regarded as a fuzzy analogue of
coordinate transformation.
One can discuss this more precisely. The generators (5) satisfy the so(N)
Lie algebra,
{D(V1), D(V2)} = D([V1, V2]), (14)
D(V ) ≡ V [ab]D[ab], (15)
where V [ab] denotes an anti-symmetric matrix, and [V1, V2] is the matrix
commutator. Now let me formally replace the indices with D-dimensional
coordinates, and consider
V [xy] ≡
1
2
(vµ(x) + vµ(y)) δDµ (x− y), (16)
which is parameterized by a vector field vµ(x). Then one can find that
V3 = [V1, V2] leads to
v
µ
3 (x) = v
ν
1 (x)∂νv
µ
2 (x)− v
ν
2 (x)∂νv
µ
1 (x) = Lv1v2. (17)
This is indeed the algebra of diffeomorphism.
5. Construction of local Hamiltonians
Mutual consistency of local time evolutions requires that commutation of
local Hamiltonians should vanish up to symmetries, namely,
{Ha,Hb} = symmetry generators. (18)
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In the case of tensor models, there actually exists a large symmetry (2),
where N is intuitively the number of “points”.
The search for such consistent local Hamiltonians is a complicated pro-
cess. The final result8 is that there exist only two such Hamiltonians,
Ha = Pa(bc)PbdeMcde or Ha = Pa(bc)PbdeMced, (19)
with (ab) denoting symmetrization of the indices, which have a slight differ-
ence in index contraction, on the following assumptions: (A1) Local Hamil-
tonian has one index. (A2) Form a consistent first class constraint algebra.
(A3) Invariant under time reversal. (A4) At most cubic polynomial func-
tion. (A5) Terms are connected.
6. First class constraint algebra and DeWitt algebra
The local Hamiltonians (19) and the so(N) generators (5) satisfy
{H(T1), H(T2)} = D([T˜1, T˜2]), (20)
{D(V ), H(T )} = H(V T ), (21)
where H(T ) ≡ T aHa, T˜ab ≡ T
cPc(ab). With (14), they form a first class
constraint algebra. Note that (20) has structure functions rather than con-
stants, because of the dependence of T˜ on Pabc. This means that the algebra
is in fact an open algebra, which closes only on the constraint surfaces.
This situation is very similar to the general relativity. In fact, one can
show that, by formally replacing the indices with coordinates, substituting
(12) into Pabc in the right-hand side of (20), and taking β →∞ limit, one
reproduces the DeWitt constraint algebra of general relativity.9
7. Quantization
A way of quantization is to promote the canonical variables to the oper-
ators satisfying [Mˆabc, Pˆdef ] = iδabc,def . Then the local Hamiltonians are
generally corrected by operator ordering as
Hˆa = Pˆa(bc)PˆbdeMˆcde + iλPˆabb. (22)
This is similar to the other Hamiltonian. One can see that the first class
constraint algebra is not deformed by the quantization. Therefore the alge-
bra gives a consistent quantization of the system.
Another way of quantization is to apply the path integral quantization
of constraint systems.10 It can formally be written as
Z =
∫
DMDP δ(Ha)δ(Dab)δ(χa)δ(χab)Det({HD, χ})e
i
∫
PdM , (23)
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where χa, χab are gauge-fixing conditions.
8. Summary and future prospects
A canonical tensor model with the notion of local time has been pro-
posed. The consistency of local time evolutions is guaranteed by a first
class constraint algebra among local Hamiltonians and symmetry genera-
tors. The two-fold uniqueness of local Hamiltonians has been proved on
some physically reasonable assumptions. It would be highly interesting to
study whether the quantization of the canonical tensor model leads to the
emergence of space-time with the features required by the nature.
It would also be highly interesting to seek for connections to the CDT.11
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